ON LINE NEWS of West Virginia Jazz Society for May-June 2016

Six Saxophone Ensembles in Six Unique Venues, No Cover Charges
The fourth annual Summer Jazz Stroll set
for Friday, June 10, in Clarksburg will offer a
new format and schedule while continuing to
feature hours of continuous live jazz music
staged across two blocks in the city’s uptown
business district.
Patron feedback from previous Strolls
asked for longer sets “so people didn’t feel
quite as rushed to get around to the different
venues”, according to Eric Spelsberg, West
Virginia Jazz Society President, and one
member of the organizing team behind the
twice yearly events.
So, instead of the three one-hour sets
separated by half-hour breaks featured previously, the new Stroll format will be two 75minute sets to begin the evening at 6:30pm
and 8:15pm, followed by a one-hour “encore
set” at 10:00pm. There will still be 30 minutes
between sets in the different venues.
There is still no cover charge for the music.
CONTINUED PAGE THREE

The West Virginia Jazz Society’s manifestation of their vision of a jazz nightclub - Got
Jazz! - presented itself in virtual form on Friday, April 22, in Clarksburg on the first floor of
the Uptown Event Center.
WV Wesleyan’s The Bobcats and The D.C.
All Stars performed for over three hours as
80+ patrons enjoyed a four-course small
plates tasting menu. You can read reviews of
Got Jazz! in the next issue of Improvisation.

Dave Braham

Organizers of the Elkins Jazz Walk
have announced that a powerhouse keyboardist, Dave Braham, a specialist on the
Hammond B-3 organ, will lead one of the
four ensembles set to appear in four downtown Elkins eateries on Friday, August 5.
Appearing in the second annual jazzoriented First Friday promotion by Elkins
Main Street, Braham posts a resume that
includes time playing with such jazz notables as singers Etta Jones and Irene Reid,
saxophonists Houston Person and Lou
Donaldson, and guitarist Bob DeVos.
CONTINUED PAGE TWO
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The Uniontown, Pa., native, 53, will
form the core of a quartet that includes, sax
man and vocalist, Phil Wyatt, drummer,
Mark Cappellini, and guitarist, Vince
Lewis.
Braham, who has a degree in music education from Pennsylvania State University, has also taught at George Washington Carver Elementary School in Newark,
NJ, and Central School in Orange. The
process has proven quite gratifying.
"I teach band and orchestra instruments,"
he says. "When a student gets the first six or
seven fingerings and can play something like
'Happy Birthday' while I accompany on piano,
it's a big milestone, and heartwarming. Even
if jazz was like it was in the 1960s, and there
were enough gigs for me to support my family, I still would want to teach, because I do
enjoy it."
Braham first played trumpet, then guitar,
and then organ from his early teens, when
his family bought one. "That was a stroke of
luck," he says. "I messed around with it, figured it out enough to play in bands, then
started to do gigs, first soul, later jazz.
“I was playing more gigs in the 8th grade
than I am now," jokes Braham, whose "Blue
Gardenia" CD (Blue Jay) was released in
2000.
Though self-taught, Braham received
mentoring from some of the best organists in
jazz, including Richard "Groove" Holmes
and Brother Jack McDuff.
Braham, who also plays piano, says the
sound of the organ "grabbed" him, and that
he likes the role it plays, being both a solo
instrument and providing a bass line. "It's
like you get two votes," he says.
As to his life in music and music education, Braham says simply, "I can't imagine
doing anything else." XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Mark Cappellini will play drums with the Dave
Braham Trio joined by sax man and singer, Phil
Wyatt, during Main Street’s Elkins Jazz Walk on Friday, August 5. Cappellini and Braham are natives of
Uniontown, PA, who are reuniting for this show.




$100 Jazz Rate Good Thru Dec 31
Breakfast and Evening Dining
 Shuttle To Area Jazz Events
 Free Parking
 Legal Beverages Served
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Stroll (cont.)
All six Stroll venues will feature ensembles
led by a top saxophone player including New
York City’s Sean Nowell and The Kung Fu
Masters in Main St. Café; the Curtis Johnson Quartet from Pittsburgh, with vocalist,
Yana Tyulkova, in 4th Street Restaurant;
Cumberland, Maryland’s Anita Thomas &
The Jenny Wilson Trio will be in the Starving Artist Studio; Alfredo Santiago will lead
Richmond, Virginia’s Latin Jazz Messengers with drummer, Kip Williams, in Kelly’s
Irish Pub; Charleston’s Chris Clark joins
the Steve Himes Connection featuring Danielle Conard on vocals at Fifth Floor
Lounge; and Rob Masten heads up two
bands in Washington, Square, as Neotronic
and the Appalachian Jazz Project create an
evening of jazz diversity.
An addition to the Stroll festivities this year
is a scheduled Late Night Jam Session at
11:15pm in Washington Square, led by guitarist, Bo McMillion. Joining McMillion will be
Randraiz Wharton, keyboard whiz, and Rob
Masten, plus other musicians from various
Stroll bands.
Seating and pricing policies vary with each
venue so a phone call to check the details is
recommended. Washington Square and Main
St. Café will take reservations for the first set
only, with a food and beverage minimum purchase required for each set.
“We are instituting limited reservations and
a minimum purchase policy in response to the
tremendous demand we’ve experienced at previous Strolls,” said Tim Gentilozzi, venue
owner. “We are trying to make sure eager
customers have the chance to hear the music,
and hopefully purchase something to eat or
drink.”
For contact information and addresses for
venues see Stroll Planner on Page 4 or email:
WVJazzSociety@aol.com. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

COURTESY LISTENING,
PLEASE!
Your hosts kindly request that
out of respect for the performers
and your fellow patrons
conversation be kept to a minimum
and voices kept to a whisper
while artists are on stage
and performing.
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The West Virginia Jazz Society is about more than
jazz, the single musical genre.
The WVJS is more accurately conceived of as a
lifestyle statement, one that embraces musical expression of many kinds as long as it is “good music” and
performed by musicians skilled and inspired enough to
improvise to create music on-the-spot.
Our official mission (the one the Internal Revenue
Service wants to know about when you file for a 501c3
tax exempt certification) is “to identify and develop
the market for live jazz music in West Virginia.”
That obviously involves “jazz” but it is stated simply enough to leave lots of room for interpretation,
enabling us to make great leaps of faith.
Perhaps, presenting quality “blues” or what is currently called “Americana” can also help to foster the
music appreciating environment in which the market
for jazz does develop in West Virginia.
Our mission also supports the non-musical aspects
of marketing live music. Any thought of marketing live
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music of any kind must also consider the environment
in which the music is performed. Is it too great a leap
to therefore consider interior decorating and the
culinary arts part of the WVJS picture, legitimate
disciplines to consider and evaluate.?
When one attends a live jazz show in a quality
room, someone decorated the room and someone is
preparing the food, and those people are artists in
their own right, just as are the cats performing on
stage.
Where’s this headed? Well, don’t be surprised if
you see WVJS booking reggae, or maybe some great
gospel music. And don’t be surprised if you see WVJS
include interesting dining options as part of the picture. It all adds up to quality nightlife and cultural
enhancement, just the thing to help West Virginia find
a new place in the national economic sunshine.
“Build it and they will come” could apply to a high
end jazz joint just as readily as it does a ball field in
the country.

The DC All Stars in Main St Café, April 21, 2016, Clarksburg, WV: (left to right) Robert

Redd, piano; Tommy Cecil, bass; Marshall Keys, alto sax; Chuck Redd, drums; Vince Lewis, guitar.
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Over the past 50 years, the Uptown
Event Center in Clarksburg has hosted numerous musical, dramatic and comedic performances, but on April 22, the building may
have christened a new era in entertainment
with the opening of Got Jazz!, a virtual nightclub, on the UEC’s first floor.
The response to the one-night-only jazz
show was very positive, and many who attended said they thought other kinds of music,
presented in the nightclub style, might be a
good idea.
The UEC staff thought that sounded pretty
good, too, so they have applied for and received a grant from the Barbara Highland
Trust to produce Americana Music Weekend on Friday and Saturday, July 22-23 featuring four different genres of American Music.
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Blues, western swing, new Appalachian and
American troubadour make up the genre lexicon for the shows producers.
“We wanted to present as much variety in
one weekend as seemed realistic,” said
Elinda Carson, UEC Director. “By having music on two consecutive nights, we can present
more music more efficiently.”
Headlining Friday, July 22, are The
Mavens, a western swing band from Pennsylvania, with Mountain Stage vet, Todd Burge,
opening.
On Saturday, July 23, it’s Blues
Night with the Billy Price Blues Band from
Pittsburgh.
The opening band will be announced soon.
Limited reserved seats are available both
nights. Dinner will be available as an option.
Call 304-624-6881 for info or to order tickets.
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TOP: Pre-show meeting led by Chuck Redd in Green
Room on the second floor above Got Jazz! L to R:
Robert Redd, Sharon Clark, Marshall Keys, Tommy
Cecil and Vince Lewis.
CENTER L TO R: Keys greets Hunter Hirsch, Philip
Summers and Tyler Penske of The Bobcats as they
tune up for gig in Got Jazz! / Master of Ceremonies
Steve Goff welcomes the crowd to Got Jazz!, on the
first floor of Clarksburg, WV’s Uptown Event Center.
BOTTOM L TO R: Hirsch and Summers wait just off
stage/ Perske introduces The Bobcats, an ensemble
from West Virginia Wesleyan College.
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TOP L TO R: Vince Lewis is cooking with his new Ralston custom
built guitar/ Chris McGraw lays down the bass line for The Bobcats. It is said that without a bottom, there is no top. /Sharon
Clark gestures to her fans before joining bassist, Tommy Cecil, on a
duo of Lullaby Of Birdland, followed by an audience requested fullband cover of Lover Man. [Editor: Thanks Sharon!]
CENTER L TO R:
Robert Redd’s mastery of the piano was evident all night as he continued to cement his reputation as of one of jazz musicians’ favorite
jazz musicians/ In what was one of many “great moments in jazz
time,” Chuck Redd and sit-in drummer, Kyle Andrews, trade “4s
and 8s” - never missing a beat and all on one drum set - to the absolute delight and amazement of the audience
RIGHT: Marshall Keys solos on Maiden Voyage to open the second
set for The D.C. All Stars, eliciting a thunderous round of applause.
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What makes a recording special? The basic idea
and concept, the talent involved , the production,
and most importantly, the inspiration that drives the
project from start to finish.

Avery Sparpe’s new
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Richard, Johnny Cash and Chuck Berry to make
the move from “sacred” music to pop and country.
You can also make the argument along with AXS
contributor, Carol Banks Weber, that the “gospel

project in tribute to iconic singer, songwriter and

concept”

guitarist, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, is a CD that evi-

trumps the

dences all that.

Sharpe Meets Tharpe, recorded

“g osp e l

with the New England Gospel Choir and vocalist,

jazz” on the

Meli’sa Morgan, released in March 2016 after years

CD.

of production.

what is the

Again,

Sharpe comes from a Church of God background,

listener

same as Tharpe, and played with McCoy Tyner and

looking for?

Wynton Marsalis, so the gospel/ jazz vortex is

W e s t

there. The listener’s reaction to the CD will have a

Virginia

lot to do with their interest in gospel or jazz as they

Jazz Soci-

begin to get to hear what the artists do. The listener

ety recom-

can also ask if the CD is “too churchy” or just right,

mends

given Sister Tharpe’s struggles making the crossover

CD if for no other reason than it provides an inter-

from her gospel roots into the music mainstream.

esting perspective on Tharpe’s music.

Her art cost her many of her closest relationships,
but she is credited for paving the way for Little

the

The CD was out March 11 through JKNM Records and Sharpe’s website, AverySharpe.com.

